
UBJECTIVIST’s victory in the Group 1 Ascot

Gold Cup left many wondering if they had seen

the coming of the next great stayer. His five-

length win earned an official rating of 122; for

what it is worth, Yeats was rated 121 after the

first of his four wins in 2006, while Stradivarius merited 118

immediately after the first of his three in 2018.

The last-named pair and Sagaro (1975-1977) are the only

horses to have won the Ascot Gold Cup more than twice.

Next year, all being well, Subjectivist will attempt to emulate

his former stablemate Royal Rebel, who gained the second

of two consecutive victories in 2002.

A total of 18 other horses besides Royal Rebel have won

two Gold Cups since the race was inaugurated in 1807.

Among them is a horse thought to be one of the best winners,

Isonomy, who won in 1879 and 1880 and is even referred to

in a Sherlock Holmes novel. Isonomy went on to be the

paternal grandsire of the great filly Pretty Polly, who was

born in 1901 and is actually the 13th dam of Subjectivist,

would you believe?

For centuries, breeders and racing writers have pondered

the constituent elements of the great staying horse.

Nowadays, the division is nowhere near so coveted as in

Isonomy’s day because stamina has become a dirty word

when breeding horses. The connections of horses who might

have become another Yeats or Sagaro have even attempted

to disguise the fact by focussing on winning a Group 1 over

a mile and a quarter.

Will this trend ever be reversed? It seems to me that a

bigger threat to Subjectivist winning next year’s Gold Cup

is not Stradivarius but the Irish Derby winner Hurricane

Lane, a stamina-laden son of Frankel raced by Godolphin.

As nobody is going to be fooled that the latter is a mile-and-

a-quarter horse, his connections will be free to go down the

staying route – starting with the St Leger.

Subjectivist won the Gold Cup like a great horse. By this

I mean he could be counted as the potential winner a long

way out, his cruising speed being enough to put him in

position to administer the coup de grace when most damaging

to the opposition.

The concept of class in a racehorse means different things

to different observers. But for those who have studied how
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great horses win their races, whether they be sprinters such

as Dayjur, milers like Frankel or middle-distance horses such

as Sea The Stars, it can be best described thus: the ability to

withstand the effects of pace.

The analysis of races has always been insufficiently

granular. People talk about winning distances for the entire

race distance, when even sections of a race as short as a

furlong are not fine enough. What horses do in a race is throw

bursts of speed against one another; when a horse is stressed

by one or more of these beyond the rate at which it can

transform energy to locomotion, it starts to weaken. 

HIS is imperceptible to begin with – but it is felt by

the horse. The distances between horses at the end

of the race are merely artefacts of the exchanges

which occur a long time before then.

Subjectivist did not win the Gold Cup by five lengths

because he was a quarter of a length better than the opposition

for each of the 20 furlongs. I would argue he won it in an

instant, about five seconds before he reached the three-

furlong pole prior to the turn into the straight.

Before then, he had been going well for a long time in Joe

Fanning’s hands. The pace was even, enough to string the

field out behind him. For his part, Stradivarius had not been

shaken up yet, but you could see he was nowhere near as

comfortable as he had been in previous renewals.

Then, without any great flourish, Joe let Subjectivist go.

He did not throw his reins at the horse, sit down in the saddle

or reach back for a crack of the whip. None of these were

needed. Instead, he first allowed Subjectivist to extend

himself a little, then a little more; all the while encouraging

him to stretch by no more than extending his arms.

When Subjectivist reached his top pace, it was done. His

opponents could not match his revs and he had complete

control. Far from the winning margin being gained in

grinding fashion, it was arguably not a full reflection of his

superiority. What I am saying is that the numbers chopped

up into furlongs do not tell the tale. 

My guess is that four-year-olds like him, even those as

good as him, find the strain of the Gold Cup distance

something they accommodate more easily in later years. So,

the pattern of many a top stayer is to improve with age.

Subjectivist is still learning the game, folks.

Now what for the mighty horse?

HAVE heard it said that Subjectivist is now to be

regarded as a horse who is best when fresh. This is

apparently evinced by his two biggest wins – the Group

2 Dubai Gold Cup and Royal Ascot – coming off absences

from the track of 153 days and 83 days respectively. 

I have a simpler explanation for this, however: his trainer’s

skill in preparing him. I can see – and believe in – the

argument that aiming exclusively at the very big prizes makes

a lot of sense. Why waste big efforts and risk injury in less

valuable races?

Subjectivist’s performances have increased in quality with

age and longer distances. While he could finish only seventh

to Galileo Chrome in last year’s St Leger, he had had only

14 days to recover from a 15-length win in the G3 March

Stakes at Goodwood, but the opposition at Doncaster was a

lot stiffer and the ground a lot livelier. He was rated just 109

at the time, and after the Leger ratings were revised, the six

in front of him carried figures of 117, 116, 119, 115, 114 and

109.

It was not until the distance was increased to two miles-

plus that Subjectivist began to look like the potential

champion he has proved to be. He lost a shoe (and it appeared

to bother him) when he won the Group 1 Prix Royal-Oak

over nearly two miles on heavy ground at Longchamp, or else

he would surely have jumped up to the sort of rating figure

he owns now. 

UBJECTIVIST isn’t some kind of high-mettled

morning glory that a trainer has to kid into a race. His

record is of relentless progression with distance;

beaten when he was outpaced and not mature enough, but the

fact he gained all that experience as a three-year-old is the

reason he has made it to where he is now. 

It’s what the Americans call ‘foundation’ and why, until

their horsemen decided the breed had got flimsy, it was

required of a Kentucky Derby winner that he have a series of

formative races.

Doesn’t it make sense? The same dynamic governs every

single other sport on the planet. Practice and competition are

needed to sharpen the tools of the trade and condition an

athlete to elite demands. Why should horses be different?
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Subjectivist as a two-year-old under Jimmy Goodall


